INTRODUCTION
The Volker Remembrance Album contains research notes, planning, and public relations information for an annual fundraising event for the Kansas City Symphony.

DONOR INFORMATION
The album was donated to the University of Missouri by Beverly Shaw on behalf of Junior Women’s Symphony Alliance on October 1, 2004 (Accession No. KA1262).

COPYRIGHT AND RESTRICTIONS
The Donor has given and assigned to the University all rights of copyright which the Donor has in the Materials and in such of the Donor’s works as may be found among any collections of Materials received by the University from others.

ORGANIZATIONAL SKETCH
Since 1969, the Kansas City Symphony Alliance (formerly the Junior Women’s Symphony Alliance), a nonprofit volunteer organization, has presented the Symphony Designers’ Showhouse as its main fund raising project to benefit the Kansas City Symphony. “Roselawn” (3717 Bell Street), the house for 2003, was built in 1889 by Walter G. Mellier. It was occupied by William Volker (1859-1947), a successful home-furnishing businessman, from 1890, until his death in 1947.

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE
The unbound album has been placed into ten folders. The album contains research materials gathered by Beverly Shaw, Junior Women’s Symphony Alliance house historian. Materials include photographs, clippings, advertisements, and letters concerning “Roselawn”.

PREFERRED CITATION:
Specific item; box number; folder number; Volker Remembrance Album (K0436); The State Historical Society of Missouri Research Center-Kansas City [after first mention may be abbreviated to SHSMO-KC].
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LOCATION NOTE
The album is stored offsite and will need to be retrieved before viewing.

SUBJECT TERMS
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